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From Exterior to Interior 
- a Contextual Translation of Spatial Qualities



Focus/Question 
The aim of this project is to take on the question of site con-
textual architecture with focus on the ordering and shaping of 
interior spaces. The project looks at exterior spatial qualities 
in shifting directionality and rhythm of space and move-
ment recognized in a harbour area in Mariehamn, Åland. The 
intersecting and overlapping spaces, few if any thresholds 
between public and private, as well as materiality of the site 
have inspired a take on how interior space can be arranged 
differently to reflect some of the experienced qualities of the 
site.

Why
We rarely question the orthogonal logic of the ordering of 
rooms and division of space within buildings. It’s the dom-
inant logic. That in itself is in a way reason to deviate. To 
give an alternative. Not just for the sake of difference but for 
the sake of preventing, or help filling an absence. As well as 
modern city planing has to face a potential problem with the 
absence experience in the case of contact with nature and 
greenery for people growing up in the wrong areas or under 
unfortunate conditions, so must we consider the possibility of 
the effect our built environment has on us. Or rather what the 
absence of alternatives do to our conception of space and in 
return how that possibly prevents us in our growth and per-
ceptions.
 The reason for my project is simply the fascination of 
a site and the stimulating environment presented by the not 
apparent logic of spaces. How this site presents an alterna-
tive logic of ordering exterior space. To be able to build on 
the experience of this environment can hopefully produce an 
architecture where interior space inspire creativity, work and 
movement and gives another spatial possibility for people to 
experience.

Translation of openings and thresholds of different spaces on site from actual experience to model of an interior space

Translation of relations between parts of the dock and house on site from actual experience to model of an interior space Plan overview of the three volumes and a system of projected spaces shap-
ing roof and directionality of inner spaces to create an ordering logic.

Translation of the tectonics of the structures on site from actual experience to model of an interior space

Translation of in-between spaces on the site from actual experience to model of an interior space



Where
The chosen site is a small harbour area on the eastern water-
front of Mariehamn. Mariehamn is the Capitol of the islands 
of Åland, an independent part of Finland in the middle of the 
Baltic Sea. 
 The area is of small scale with focus on boat building 
and restoration as well as handicraft and museums. It’s an ac-
tive area, part working area, part recreational path, part cul-
tural heritage, partly conserved and partly constantly changing 
and redeveloping. The buildings on site are almost exclusively 
simple wooden frame buildings. The placement and orien-
tation of buildings and other structures on site are irregular, 
giving a particular quality to the site where there’s a new corner 
around every corner and where you see is not where you get. 

What
The program is a Handicraft Design Centre. A combination of 
handicraft museum, workshops open to the public and work-
shop annexes, smaller rooms in connection to the workshops 
for rent. Building on the existing programs on site and further 
profiling the area in specific and Mariehamn in general as a 
centre for handicraft and design. The program is divided be-
tween three separate volumes to retain the small scale of the 
site, but is organised so that the different parts of the program 
is interconnecting throughout all three buildings. Regularly in 
the two larger ones while the third is a light open structure for 
warmer seasons, when the area becomes more active. Focus of 
design lies on the overall logic and rhythm of spaces as well as 
more closely on a few selected parts. Mainly exhibition spaces 
and the workshop annexes. The Annexes can contain either 
specialized workshops or dedicated working spaces.

How
Central for the project is the repeated site visits to first hand 
experience and better understand the site. In addition to that, 
methods used has been physical modelling, mainly by hand 
through working models cut and sawed in wood and altered 
along the way. 3D-modeling focused on operations of inter-
secting, cutting and merging of volumes to alter or create spac-
es and drawings, mainly in plan to define rooms and populate 
volumes with the program. Early on the in-between areas of 
the site and the exact volumes of building on site was used to 
develop a building, whilst later on the technique of cutting, in-
tersecting and adding became more adaptable tools to achieve 
different results.

Movement and vision on siteShifting directionality on site

Åland and Mariehamn as a Connection hub in the Baltic Sea



PROCESS: Interior Models
- Investigating non/conventional spaces through the crafts-



Model photos and axonometry. Space exploring the concepts of shifting directionality and the spatial properties of furniture and spaces to be used
Model photos. Space exploring concepts of geometry, light and relations of 
shapes and volumes.



PROCESS: Shaping the In-Between
- Hands on translation of spatial dimensions

Existing grid and houses In-between spaces defined by existing grid and houses New building shaped by in-between spaces on site

Plan of interconnected spaces sampled from site.Axo of interconnected spaces sampled from site. Walls only.



Plan of interconnected spaces in a new building defined by the in-between spaces of rearranged building from the site.  
Grid defined by the relation of corners (pink) and the direction of the defining volumes (red).

Section of building, defined by the shape of the volumes of houses used to define the new building.of building, defined by the shape of the volumes of houses used to define the new building.

Interior perspectives. Cuts through walls to clear corner-to-corner views.



Studies of cutting intersecting walls with volumes of small houses or sheds to create interesting intersections of movement and viewpoints that change 
character when one moves around and through them

- Exploring intersections
PROCESS: Cutting Volumes 



Drawings of explorations of volumes intersecting into and within larger volumes as a part of investigating the overlapping spaces of the site



Drawings of explorations of volumes intersecting into and within larger volumes as a part of investigating the overlapping spaces of the site



Drawings of explorations of volumes intersecting into and within larger volumes as a part of investigating the overlapping spaces of the site



PROCESS: Intersecting Volumes
- A new structure emerges

Through intersecting and merging and cutting volumes of similar size through yet another volume of similar size, complex relationships emerges.

Earlier tests of adapting the shifting spatial configurations from intersecting volumes



Axonometric process presentation. Volumes intersect, leave some behind and are cutting, merging, shaping to create a division of spaces.ng to create a division of spaces.

Axo of final project. Structure. Wooden framework where intersecting theoretical volumes shapes the host volume but adapts to an existing grid. Creating a self load bearing roof, supported on the wall frames and enhanced at the cuts.







Site Plan, east up.

SITE: New buildings added





Movement within and in-between the building complexesOrganizing the volumes and direction. Intended logic where non necessarily seem to exist. Perpendicular and orthogonal relations from street to last volume. Directionality of volumes from street to Chapel.

Lines of view and intense spots of shared space but not necessarily open for movementHypothetical volumes and projected shadow defining the new shared space.



BUILDINGS: Model photos



Length section of the first volume (nearest the street) 1:100

BUILDINGS: Drawings



Length section of the second volume (in the middle) 1:100



Length section of the third volume (on the water) 1:100



Elevation from north 1:200
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